Looking after
Young People
“How can I be a good Support Worker?”

This is an easy to read booklet, to give you guidance in your role as
a Support Worker with young people, that links with some
important Policies/Procedures and Resources

Part One

Before a young person
joins you
1.

The Local authority circulates referrals about young people with basic information about
their needs and any risks that you need to be aware of; requesting the type of placement
that is needed.

2.

The Director of the company will read referrals and where they seem appropriate she will
either contact the Placing Authority as a notiﬁcation of interest. If she is uncertain or
requires further basic information at this stage, she will ask for that information and then
decide whether she feels that Homescope can meet the young person’s needs.

3.

If at this stage, the Placing Authority are interested in a possible placement with us, but
have not dealt with us previously, we will provide them with some information about the
company and the possible placement either electronically, through the post, or via the
website. We should all be aware that the most inﬂuential things are what people have
heard about us, or experiences that others that have had with us. Any good or adverse
reports hugely aﬀect the impression that they get; however other things such as the way
you talk to them on the telephone, greet them at the door, or things you
have put on social media can create impressions that you may never be aware of.
See Mov
and Proc e in Policy
edur
People in e for Young
Group
Independ Semien
provision t
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4.

Once the Placing Authority have decided that we may have the resource that they are
looking for, we will ask the Social Worker or Support Worker to make contact with the
identiﬁed house and arrange a visit. This is the young person’s ﬁrst visit, so you as the staﬀ
should before the visit ask such questions as; “does the young person know any other
young people either living with Homescope now, or in the past”? “Have they lived in the
area or do they know of it”? “How does the young person feel about coming and what are
their expectations. Make sure that arrangements are clear and that a speciﬁc member of
staﬀ takes responsibility for organising and doing this introductory visit.
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5.

The Introductory visit should allow the young person to see the house, meet a member
of staﬀ and if possible another young person living in the house. The license agreement
and rules of the house should be explained to the young person. The young person should
be given a handbook and should have the complaints procedure explained to them.
See Policies and Procedures / Move
in-on and Out / License agreem
ent
Group provision.

There should be a brief explanation about the young person being prepared for
independence and how that entails identifying with them what their learning (skills)
needs are and the fact that they are expected to work alongside staﬀ to achieve these
things whilst they are in the tenancy. You should make the visit welcoming,
informative and ﬁnd out a bit more about the young person on a more personal level.
The young person may decide there and then that they would like to stay at the
House, although it is advisable for the young person to discuss the matter with
their worker after they have left.
6.

If the young person and their worker agrees to placement, this must be passed to the
Director. To agree the placement, and she will ensure this is agreed for funding with
contracts and commussioning, ensure that agreement has been informally given and
that the appropriate arrangements have been made for the young person taking
up tenancy. She may delegate some of these tasks. It is important that all
communications and decisions are logged and shared with all staﬀ.

7.

At this stage and prior to the young person coming, a ﬁle should be prepared and
documentation already received put into the ﬁle. The ﬁle to be compiled.
Arrangements to be made to buy toiletries and bedding prior to the young person
coming.

8.

The Placement Agreement can either be completed prior to placement or at the latest
within 3 working days of the tenancy being commenced. Note! The Director must be
informed, that the tenancy has commenced and any diﬃculties or processes not
completed in the admission process. The young person’s details to be entered into the
Houses “Register of Tenants”.
For a more detailed description
see Move in Policy and Procedure for
Young People in Group
Semi-Independent provision.

9.

Now that the young person is a tenant receiving a service from “Homescope”, all
information concerning the young person should be recorded.
See U:\Staff Server
\
Policy and Proced
ures All Staff\Recordin
g

10.

Should the young person move to another house, it should be treated as a new admission
with possessions and recording transferred but otherwise, a truncated version of the
above should be formally carried out.
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Part TWO
The Young Person is now with you
1.

Of course you will want to be sure that the young person is comfortable, has met all staﬀ
and knows the area; however the sooner that you start the relationship with the young
person on a professional working basis, the safer both you and the young person will be
and the sooner that the pattern is set to engage the young person on a proper footing.
The process to be followed needs to be formal, clear and recorded, but the clarity and
formality lies with the member of staﬀ and for example, the member of staﬀ may well
have a set key work session planned, but doesn’t necessarily have to say to the young
person, “right let’s do a key work session”.

2.

At this point the assessment and work are as laid out in the folder in marked “Assessment
Pack” The process starts with either ensuring that there is an up to date eﬀective risk
assessment provided by the worker from the Placing Authority, or completing one using
any verbal and written information provided. There is a formatted risk assessment with
explanations in the pack.
Staff server\
Assessment Pack

3.

The self-risk assessment is in a diﬀerent format and is quite diﬀerent in it’s purpose; in
that it asks the young person with your help, to complete his/her view of what the risks
to themselves are, whether they want help to stay safer and what type of help they feel
they want. The young person may state that they do not want to change areas of
their life and this requires sensitivity as to whether this is respected, or whether the
judgment is that an area is that risky, then gentle persuasion is used to tackle changes. It
is important to complete this piece of work very early on, not just so that you are aware
of risk, but also because it commences the young person’s early involvement in the
working relationship with staﬀ, but it also gives the message that you (meaning the young
person) are being consulted and it paves the way for the next phase of work.
Staﬀ server\Asses
sment
Pack\Self-assessme
nt

4.

From the risk assessment the risk management plan is developed. This is how we share
with all staﬀ in the house how we will prevent or limit the risk to the young person, the
staﬀ, regular workers working with the young person and possibly members of the public
in certain circumstances. Remember when incidents occur or reviews take place
consideration has to be given to updating the plans and the assessments. All staﬀ should
be made aware of such changes.
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The Young Person is now with you
5.

Now comes the big question,
“how do you decide what work does the young person do,
to get him/her ready for independence”?
Before deciding this you will need to have a reasonable idea of
the young person’s capabilities and any speciﬁc work requested
by the young person and or, the placing authority.
You would know this from the Placement Agreement Meeting, the Looked After Children
- Care Plan, Review or Pathway Plan or from conversations. You may decide to brieﬂy
complete something like the 15 to Independence Pack.
What is a
pathway plan?

This does not mean taking months or years completing the workbook, but skipping
through it quickly with the young person initially, to glean areas of need. Given all of this
information, we need to put it all together in a clear and professional way, so that we can
determine what we will cover week by week to meet the needs of the young person by
the time they leave you. Of course the young person may not achieve some or all of the
learning needs set, however you should be able to report back to the Placing Authority
on a monthly basis, what has been achieved and where “outcomes” have not been
achieved, the eﬀorts made and the reason for non-achievement. Think of this as the road
map with a plan of where the young person is going and howthey will get there.
See the
assessment pack
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6.

The overall outcomes (work we have to achieve with the young person), are set out in
the “Outcomes for Individual Children”. These outcomes are the ones that you use to
decide what your Key Work sessions will be and can be added to or revised as you’re
your work with the young person progresses. Although some keyworksessions can be
spontaneous, they should generally be pre-planned and prepared by the Key
Worker/Outreach Worker, so that there is some sense of regular progression though
the young person’s needs. The structure and formality is in the key workers
planning and should be fun, so there is not necessarily a need to say to the young
person “right we need to do a key working session”. This approach is more likely to get
a rebuﬀ from the young person. Key work can be completed by someone other than
the Key Worker/Outreach worker, as long as the Key Worker/Outreach Worker is
guiding the work and the person doing the actual work is properly planning and
recording the work. It is the responsibility of all staﬀ involved with a young person to
read the key work sheets and be aware of work being done with the young person.

7.

Key Work Sessions, Daily Logs, Incident Reports, Missing from Home Reports,
Involvements with the Police, Further Education or Career Reports, Medical Issues and
appointments plus any other information of signiﬁcance should provide information
for the Monthly Report that goes to the Placing Authority. The Outreach Worker will
normally complete the Monthly Report; however other staﬀ will be asked to contribute
and might even be asked to draft reports as a development opportunity. The
responsible person must always ensure that the completed report is
checked/amended to the high quality that is required and produced within agreed
timescales.
Think of this as letting people know where you are and if you are on target.

Staff Server\Assessment\
Support Monitoring
Report - Homescope
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Part TWO

Managing Day
to Day Living
8.

Now that the young person has moved in, completed the risk assessments with you,
the outcomes have been set and key working has started; what is day to day living all
about? For the young people it is about having a sense of routine and structure, so that
at least during the week the young person is getting up washed and dressed at a
reasonable time and is then going out to school, college, training or work. If the young
person is not involved in these for whatever reason then every eﬀort should be made
to guide the young person into one of them. Remember! There are other agencies or
voluntary bodies that can help with this engagement, but you need to be a driving and
supporting force.
Where the young person is not involved in such activities, there is a need for you to get
them involved in interesting activities/projects inside and outside of the house. The
more that you get involved in community projects, the easier this will be.
Staﬀ in a house create a
library of resources and
useful contacts.

9.

Staﬀ also need to have routine to make them eﬀective in giving a good service to young
people that achieves intended outcomes and at the same time makes staﬀ feel well
motivated by feeling that they are achieving progress. Staﬀ should have good house
keeping roles ﬁrst thing in the morning and last thing at night, so that the house is clean
in good condition and safe. This also acts as a good role model for the young people.
The houses must always be thoroughly clean, should be well furnished to the high
expectations of Homescope and reﬂect times such as Christmas or whatever other
times of the year are special for the young person living there. During the day, when
pieces of work are not being done with the young people, paper work and research can
be carried out. These will give you interesting ideas of work that you can do with the
young people, will evidence the good work done and will also protect you if allegations
are made against you. Most of all though, the paperwork is to keep you clear about the
work you are doing with the young people and lets you see progress that both of you
have made.
Staffserve

r\policies
Note! Whilst staﬀ should seek permission from the young person
and procedures / Recording
/
recording guidance
to enter their room; if during room checks the room is found to be
unclean or badly untidy, encouragement to clean up (possibly with
help from you) should be given with the proviso that if the room is not
cleaned, then staﬀ will enter the room and clean it. This should be done
in twos and handover is a good time. This is for your protection against accusations.
Note! Do not let young people’s rooms become no go areas.
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10.

Staﬀ should monitor who visits the house to evaluate the suitability or safeness of the
visitors and where a visitor is suitable, ensure that they complete the visitors register.
This should include all visitors, including other members of Homescope and the Local
authority. This is an important record and should be retained for 85 years as per all
Looked After Children’s records. There may be information in the young person’s plan
or placement agreement to say that particular people are not to have contact with your
young person. The ultimate say so about whether somebody is suitable or not lays with
the young person’s Social Worker as the case manager, however if in doubt, you can
check with Homescope Management.

11.

Motivating young people and encouraging them to achieve good behavior, outcomes
and improve their social skills, is best achieved with positive praise or incentives. These
are sometimes referred to as rewards for positive behaviours and are most deﬁnitely
not bribes to go away or to give staﬀ an easy time. There are times when reinforcers
are required; however in general negative re-enforcers lead to negative attitudes and
atmospheres which then end up in a downward spiral. For a full and proper
understanding read the policy. All approaches should be clearly thought out, agreed
with staﬀ, involve the young person in the process and be laid down in a clear management plan. All staﬀ have to understand and stick with the plan, unless the plan is
reviewed properly by staﬀ and managers. Remember negative thinking; i.e. “it will
never work” can always be self fulﬁlling; but being positive needs clear understanding
of approaches, faith in the ability that the approaches will work. Most of all it takes
persistence and consistence; what is often called “stickability”.

12.

The recording that happens on a day to day basis, is not just evidence for protection
and proof of working, it is a recording that can tell the day to day story of what a young
person’s life was like with us. Remember there could be gaps in their previous life story
and you will be long gone, so the daily log needs to be informative, accurate and not
too lengthy, but again not that short that it tells us nothing like what was happening in
the house, what the young person was feeling and doing on the day.Remember
references to another young person should be disguised by initials (not the person
whose log it is) and you have to bear in mind that each log will go on a separate ﬁle,
which is why a diary is not the place for this info. Remember that we want to know
who wrote the account and what was their job, i.e. were they a support worker or the
Director of the company.
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13.
•
•
•
•

Recording is broadly speaking split into four parts;
the general recording of daily living i.e., the running log, the handover reports.
the individual records that are kept on each young person’s ﬁle.
the records relating to the running of the house.
the ﬁles that are relating to staﬀ. Most of the Human Resources ﬁles, training
records and supervision notes are kept at Head Oﬃce, but every member
of staﬀ should have a supervision folder with their copies of their supervision
notes and training records.

14.

You need to;
• know all; of the logs and records that are your responsibility, where to ﬁnd
them on the electronic system, along with blank forms that require ﬁlling in.
• know where to ﬁnd the paper copies of ﬁles and logs kept in the home and
how to complete them correctly.
• Show attention to detail, so that if you copy from one page to another in a
book, then you put all the same columns in.
• make sure you rule pages in a book in advance and don’t wait until you run
out on a page and can’t ﬁnd a ruler.
• note that in relation to electronic procedures and guidelines, they are in Pdf
form so that they can not be altered by mistake, but forms are in word, so
ensure that you don’t ﬁll in the blank version and store it in the wrong place.
Be very careful about cutting and pasting electronically; as this can not only cause
confusion if you get it wrong, but also be a breach of conﬁdentiality.

15.

At all times during your employment you should come across as professional;
that is, know how you look and behave towards the young people in your charge.
This also applies visitors whether neighbours, tradesmen or other professionals
working with your young person, or from the Local Authority. What image you
project as a representative of Homescope is very important. Remember!, ﬁrst
impressions are very important, so make sure that the ﬁrst impression that you
make is a good one. Look the part! You are not expected to go to work in a suit,
but casual work wear should be smart and appropriate. You might consider that
shorts are okay on a hot summer day, but consider this, what if you have to take
the young person to somewhere such as a police station, court or to an employer
in shorts, a short skirt/low neckline dress/top. This would not seem professional
and could cause problems for a young resident who may ﬁnd them to be sexually
stimulating. This may put you at unnecessary risk. Other than ear rings or wedding
rings, jewellery can be a health and safety risk and should be taken into account
when risk assessments are being made.
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The ﬁrst impression might also be created on the telephone so clear greetings such as:
“Hello, Good Morning …..House, (Insert your name) speaking, how may I help you”, is expected;
not “Yea”, or “what do you want”, or just ‘Hello’. Equally emails to professional contacts do not
end with “love” or have kisses on no matter how well you know the person. Social Media should
not have any contact to work and should not identify the company, staﬀ or our young people at
all, or make any reference to your work life.
When meeting someone at the door, you must always check who they are, know why they are
there and be sure that they can be there without putting the young person or staﬀ at risk. If not
they should politely be refused entry.
When there are visitors come to your house, they should ﬁnd the house clean and tidy, they
should get a feeling that you know what is going on. Don’t greet them with, “I don’t know because
I don’t usually work here”, or “I have just come back oﬀ sick”, or “I have just come back oﬀ
holiday”. Before you have taken a shift over from another person, make sure that you know what
is what. If you don’t know the answer to someone’s question, then say, “please sit down and I will
ﬁnd out the answer for you if I can”.

Remember you can always seek advice from a manager by telephone.
16.

You are expected to be industrious during your working day either, doing direct work
with young people, researching and preparing future work with the young people or
recording the work that you have done. Your employers do not expect to pay you to sit
and watch television or read the newspaper unless that has a provable connection to
work being done with your young people. There is an expectation that you will have the
house clean and in good repair. If repairs are needed that are outside your scope, you
would be expected to either report this to the Housing worker, or the Landlord.
If all of these tasks are done and the young people are all out, then you can do some
research, or learning that will suit your present job role.

17.

When you start, it may seem that the young people may be very resistant to learning
and don’t want to know, but the more skilled you become, then the better you will
engage the young people and the more interesting the job becomes.
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Moving Young People On Well
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1.

It is a matter of empirical and statistical evidence, that on average, young people in
care and care leavers are more likely to have to leave home/become independent
much earlier than their counterparts outside the care system. They are also more
likely to end up in the penal system and go down mental health pathways. It is
therefore very important that we all give our young people the best preparation
possible for what is a very diﬃcult transition.

2.

When do I start to prepare the young person for moving on? The answer is from
day one that the young person joins us. As stated in the assessment section, you
need to get a good idea of what the young person’s capabilities are (don’t just take
their word for it) then plan the work, so that the young person has as much skill
and knowledge as possible when they leave you. Make sure that this is all recorded.
(you might complete the 15 to Independence workbook). It is important that you
don’t just consider practical issues such as wiring an electric plug, or cutting chips,
but deal with emotional issues, such as how to deal with loneliness, or rejection.
There are resources at your head office
to use with the young person and researc
h will turn
up many more. Don’t be afraid to experim
ent,
but keep the young person involved

3.

Encourage the young person to develop a sense of taste in clothing and think about
how he/she might decorate their home when they have one. Encourage the young
person to start purchasing small items to personalise their home.

4.

Young people moving on, may move from a quite protected system and then have
very little support, so one of the biggest services you can do for the young person,
is help them build up a reliable support network, which may include reconciliation
with family members, or access to community resources.
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Moving Young
People On Well
5.

Make sure that planning for the move on, i.e application for housing, ﬁnding
out what money if any they can expect from the Local Authority, family, or other
source. If a young person is entitled to beneﬁts, not only ensure that these are
organised, but that the young person understands how to operate within the
beneﬁts system and knows who to turn to if things go wrong. Ensure that
you have explored with the young person such emotional issues such as
loneliness, boredom and practical issues like how to stop other young people
ruining their tenancies and potentially getting them kicked out.

6.

Ensure that young people are registered with preventative and primary health
services and that they know how to access secondary and complimentary services.
It is important that all details and any future health appointments are included
in the ﬁnal report and that any outstanding issues are passed on to the allocated
P.A.

7.

Remember that deep down young people may be really anxious about the
transition to independence and outwardly appear to be, “sticking their heads in
the sand”, or may appear quite aggressive. It is your job to be professional and
understand this, so that you use or your skill to help the young person. If you
feel stuck, don’t be afraid to ask colleagues or managers for ideas.

8.

The “Move on Transitional Policy and Procedure”, gives speciﬁc guidance on this
area of your practice.
Staff Policies an
d
Procedures- “Mov
ing in
-on and out”

9.

Finally this should be a time of celebration, so make the young person feel that
they have achieved a lot and that this move is a cause for celebration, after all
few people would let their own children move on without some sort of celebration
and at least a welcome pack in their new property. Get a welcome to your new
home card, as one of the caring touches.

10.

Do all of this and you can be conﬁdent that you are doing a good job.
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“LOOKING AFTER YOUNG PEOPLE” – AMENDMENT 1 – JAN 2019

Since the publication of this booklet, the following material changes have been
made:1.
The changes to regulations and therefore working practices, means that
our semi-independent houses now house a maximum of 3 young people
with 1 member of staﬀ on duty for 24 hours usually starting at 10 a.m. on
the rotad shift day and ﬁnishing at 10 a.m. the following day. The shifts are
not excessive and staﬀ have an increased salary as a result. (Note,
management reserve the right to alter these conditions following prior
consultation with staﬀ.)
2.

The change of young people numbers mean that we no longer have oﬃces
in the houses, but operate from the main living areas using laptop
connection to the company server. In line with this and the principals of the
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 2018, we have reduced as
much paperwork as possible in the houses and are working towards a
paper free system. Personal information is kept locked away This allows for
more time to be spent with young people.

3.

As semi-independent provision, we are not a care home and our work is
geared towards helping and assisting young people, not doing things for
them. Equally there is more emphasis on their freedom with their money
and being able to make choices.

4.

On Part 2 Page 3 para 6, we have replaced “Individual Outcomes” with a
“Resettlement Passport”, that consists of work sheets and learning
experiences to equip the young person living independently when they
leave us. Accordingly; ‘Key work’ and ‘Key worker’, become Resettlement
Session and Resettlement Worker.
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